
 

Hello Wide Angle 

Tassie films launching at Junction Arts Festival!

On Sept 17th at 5:30PM Wide Angle's GRIT series will be premiering at
Launceston's Junction Arts Festival!

GRIT, Tasmanian Spirit on Screen is a selection of short films for Tasmania by
Tasmanian filmmakers, executive produced by Wide Angle. Inspired by
everyday heroes, our filmmakers tell stories of resilience and perseverance
within the Tasmanian community.

Eden Alone Surpasses Thee - Tom Chapman

Jarred by the loss of his closest friend, a farmer on
Tasmania's remote West Coast begins to mentor at-
risk local youth. In an area renowned for its poverty,
low literacy and high suicide rates, Stafford Heres is
determined to provide opportunities for kids who
have few. Eden Alone Surpasses Thee explores
Stafford's relationship with the land, loss and the
young men he takes under his wing.

Keep Your Gin Up - Rebecca Thomson

Sally is a clown, Amanda is a nurse.  They are fierce friends bound together by
the most awful shared experience – both caring for a child who is very sick.
Sally and Amanda decided to start a podcast where they share their beautiful
friendship with the world – honest and raw conversations about the daily



struggles of being a carer, plentiful gin sampling and
finding a laugh in the face of darkness.

Handmade Happiness - Vivien Mason

A colourful stop motion
animated documentary
exploring how a passion
for craft helps four makers
overcome adversity. A
carer finds purpose in
knitting and making yarn. A
health worker starts a

men’s knitting circle. A new Tasmanian inspires others by teaching ceramics,
and an arts worker sews old textiles to create new items and new hope for a
sustainable future.

Milaythina Rrukani - Troy Melville and Jillian Mundy

Milaythina Rrukani speaks to the power of language.
Lutruwita was colonised and renamed Tasmania in
the 1800s; original names spoken for thousands of
years were changed. Travelling on country with
Lutruwita’s First People, the film explores the
resonance language creates, the power of speaking
names on country and the connection it builds
between people, land and time.

Parrot People - Matthew Newton

The story of how a small team of scientists and
volunteers are working together to bring a brilliant
little bird back from the brink of extinction. The film
explores how when a community of people work on a
common goal they can achieve amazing things... In
this case, a small community of people managing to
keep a critically endangered bird from going extinct. 

 

This is the Premiere screening of Wide Angle's newest selection of short films,
supported by the Tasmanian Community Fund. The red carpet will be rolled out.
A little bit of Cannes magic in Launceston.



We encourage you to wear your finest and celebrate the extraordinary stories of
connection, resilience and hope that reside in Tasmania, written and directed by
amazing Tassie filmmakers. 

Cost: $15 - $20

When: September 17th, 5:30pm - 8:00pm

Where: Launceston Junction Arts Festival

 

Franziska Wagenfeld and the Wide Angle Team
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